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R. Migueles & A. Barranco [Appearing below is an English-language summary of "Rezagos
Superiores al 20% en Precios Dificultan la Liberalizacion," appearing in the 08/06/91 issue of El
Financiero. The Spanish original appears in this issue of SourceMex (08/21/91).] Three and a half
years ago the federal government implemented a price "coordination" (concertacion) program. Price
movements during the interim suggest that prospects for even a successful gradualist approach to
price deregulation are unlikely. Although inflation has declined, consumer price hikes are more
dynamic than producer price increases. This situation has created numerous distortions. Thus far
under the administration of President Carlos Salinas de Gortari, producer prices have increased
by an average 57%, and consumer prices, 69.8%. According to a study by El Financiero's economic
analysis department, the overall price increase for consumer goods subject to stringent controls is
far below the national consumer price index. Included here are components of the government's
"canasta basica" (subsistence or basic goods). Real wages have also not kept pace with the consumer
price index. Since September 1988 the period of greatest price stability since the "concertacion"
process began , real wages have declined by 16%. Controlling inflation has undoubtedly been a
principal objective of the Economic Solidarity Pact (PSE) and, later, the Economic Growth and
Stability Pact (PECE). In 1988, annual consumer price inflation dropped from 159.2% to 51.7%,
and by mid-1989, the annualized rate was 16.8%. Reduced inflation was the outcome of strict price
controls. By 1990, however, the government was forced to implement numerous price adjustments.
Last year the consumer price index rose 29.9%. In general terms, the objective of the government's
strategy of "alignment" (homogeneous or similar price movements across product sectors) is price
stability. However, achieving genuine price stability requires a focus on major causes of inflation,
such as currency exchange rates. Recent actions by the government have indicated that a simple
exchange freeze can give continuity to effective price controls. After the conclusion of negotiations
(concertacion) in December 1987, price movements began to close the producer- consumer price
gap that had accumulated in previous years. Accelerated price adjustments took place from January
through July 1988. In August 1988, the monthly consumer price inflation rate began to decline, from
1.7% to 0.9%. September 1988 price levels are used as a base for determining whether prices on
selected categories of goods have increased at lower or higher rate than for all goods calculated in
the producer and consumer price indexes. Consumer goods The national consumer price index
between September 1988 and July 1991 rose by 76.9%. Prices on goods subject to controls registered
a 60.8% average increase. The price index for non-regulated goods rose 84.4% in the same period.
Price inflation on items included in the government's "canasta basica" was 71.1% during the 35-
month period. Meanwhile, the minimum wage increased by only 48.7%, which translates to a
decline in purchasing power of at least 13.1% between September 1988 and June 1991. In contrast to
most categories of consumer goods, prices on consumer services have skyrocketed since September
1988. The average increase on services is 28% higher than the national consumer price index.
Electricity rates surpassed average consumer price inflation by 18%, and telecommunications,
by 24%. Producer goods From September 1988 to June 1991, the national producer price index
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rose 60.8%, compared to the 76.9% increase in the consumer index. Prices on producer goods
subject to controls increased an average 62.1%, and prices on deregulated goods rose an average
54.2%. Price gaps on the two categories of goods relative to the national index were in the opposite
direction for consumer goods. Raw materials prices increased an average 53.7% between September
1988 and June 1991, the lowest price hike among all producer goods categories. Regardless of the
business community's preferences, price liberalization will have to be postponed for the time being.
The principal test for a price stabilization program is the economy's capacity to be weaned from
government intervention without dramatic price changes.
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